
Corporate and Community Services Department 
Council Headquarters, Eastwood Park, Giffnock, East Renfrewshire, G46 6UG 
Phone: 0141 577 3000    Fax: 0141 577 3129 
website: www.eastrenfrewshire.gov.uk  

Date: 3 September 2021 
When calling please ask for: Sharon McIntyre (Tel. No 0141-577-3011) 
e-mail: sharon.mcintyre@eastrenfrewshire.gov.uk

TO: Councillors C Merrick (Chair); C Bamforth; T Buchanan; B Cunningham; D Devlin; B 
Grant; A Lafferty (Vice Chair); and G Wallace. 

CABINET (POLICE & FIRE) 

A meeting of the Cabinet (Police and Fire) will be held on Thursday, 16 September 2021 at 
10am. 

The agenda of business is as shown below. 

Please note this is a virtual meeting. 

Caroline Innes 

C INNES 
DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

AGENDA 

1. Report apologies for absence.

2. Declarations of Interest.

3. Police Scotland - Performance Report for the First Quarter of 2021/22 - Report by 
Divisional Commander (copy attached, pages 3 - 4).

4. Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) - Performance Report for the First Quarter 
of 2021/22 – Report by Group Commander (copy attached, pages 5 - 16).

5. Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) – Presentation on Unwanted Fire Alarm 
Signals by Area Commander (copy attached, pages 17 - 68). 

This document can be explained to you in other languages and can be provided in 
alternative formats such as large print and Braille. For further information, please contact 
Customer First on 0141 577 3001 or email customerservices@eastrenfrewshire.gov.uk 

http://www.eastrenfrewshire.gov.uk/
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As Local Police Commander for East Renfewshire, I 
am pleased to provide this report relating to our 
performance and policing priorities during the first 
quarter of the 2021-22 financial year. 

As the response to the COVID pandemic has 
progressed, officers working in East Renfrewshire 
have continued to remain focussed upon the local 
policing priorities identified by our communities, 
as set out in our 2020-2023 Policing Plan.  

Working closely with partners in the Safe East Ren Group, through this 
quarter we have helped develop a joined up plan to support the delivery of 
safe parks and open spaces for all, in preparation for a summer when  many 
of our residents would be staying at home.     

Partnership working has also progressed in line with our Greater Glasgow 
Division Public Health Approach to policing. We have looked at ways to best 
support ERC plans to impact on drug misuse and have provided our Local 
Problem Solving Team officers with NHS Trauma Informed training, to assist 
their identification and support to members of our communities with 
mental health issues.      

As COVID restrictions have continued to ease, we have planned for the 
return of large scale events within our policing division. These include the 
Playground Festival planned for late September in Rouken Glen Park, the 
TRNSMT festival and the COP26 international climate conference scheduled 
for November 2021. Effective preparations and efficient use of police 
resources will ensure that events such as these are policed appropriately, 
whilst maintaining a responsive policing service for East Renfrewshire 
communities. 

Introduction East Renfrewshire 
Local Police Plan (2020-2023) 

Quarterly Report (2021-22 Q1: Apr to Jun 2021)

Please be aware that the data provided in this report is for information purposes to allow Board Members to conduct their scrutiny responsibilities.  
Due to year end reconciliation processes it is not appropriate that the figures referred to in the report are confirmed as end of year or official statistics. 

Violent Crime 

Local Policing Priority: Crime (Violent Crime) 
Fairer East Ren Plan: Reducing social isolation, loneliness & increasing safety  

No crimes of homicide were recorded in the first quarter of the year. 

We investigated two reported robberies, with a 26 year old male being  
reported to the Procurator Fiscal for one of these offences whilst enquiries 
into the other crime are ongoing. 

Whilst reductions in both serious and minor assaults are welcomed, these 
may be the result of a wide range of factors and the future relaxation of 
restrictions in social mobility may have an impact in this area.  To impact 
on potential reoffending,  where accused persons have been released on 
bail with special conditions whilst awaiting trial, we continue to robustly 
monitor compliance.  

Drug Dealing & Misuse 

Local Policing Priority: Crime (Drug Supply & Manufacture) 

To date this year we have recorded 12 crimes relating to 
the supply of controlled drugs in East Renfrewshire, 
which is above the 5 year average figure of 9.8 crimes 
recorded in Q1.  This demonstrates our continued 
commitment to  impact on the damaging effects which 
the supply of illegal substances have in our communities. 

Through our Public Health approach in this area we are working closely 
with H&SC partners to best support the improved response to instances 
of Non Fatal Overdose within East Renfrewshire.   

 

In the 1st quarter of this year we have 
recorded 3 fewer serious assaults and 
24 fewer minor assaults, compared to 
the same period last year. These 
represent reductions of 33% and 20% 
respectively and figures remain well 
below the 5 year average statistics . 

Serious  
Assaults: 

3 

compared to 
last year  

Minor  
Assaults: 

compared to 
last year  

24 

Antisocial Behaviour & Disorder 

compared to 
last year  

Public Nuisance 
Complaints 

43%

During the 1st quarter of last year we 
received 1436 calls related to anti-
social behaviour. This year, the 
corresponding figure has dropped by 
36% to 925 calls, in line with the 5 year 
average figure of 991 calls. 

Local Policing Priority –  Crime (Disorder and Antisocial behaviour) 
Fairer East Ren Plan—Reducing social isolation, loneliness and increasing safety 

The first quarter of the year saw a welcome reduction in call 
demand in relation to overall anti-social behaviour calls, a 
significant percentage of which was previously driven by the 
COVID pandemic and “lockdown” restrictions imposed in Q1 of 
2020-21. 

During late winter and early spring, along with ERC colleagues,  we 
identified locations where large numbers of youths were gathering, 
becoming involved in risk taking behaviour, causing disorder and 
committing criminal acts such as fireraising. We developed dedicated action 
plans with partners and were supported by additional specialist policing 
resources, including off-road motorcyclists, Mounted officers and our Air 
Support Unit who utilised their Unmanned Aerial System to assist in 
identifying groups and facilitate safe and effective engagement with our 
officers. 

compared to 
last year  

Noise  
Complaints 

27% 

Local Policing Priority: Crime (Crimes of Dishonesty) 
Fairer East Ren Plan: Reducing social isolation, loneliness & increasing safety  

Overall crimes of dishonesty in Q1 of this year were 7% lower than for the 
same period last year and 14.7% lower than the five year average figure. 

Whilst the majority of acquisitive crime categories have seen a fall in 
numbers, the most notable increase is in relation to fraud. In the first quarter 
we have recorded a total of 69 crimes compared to 40 in the same period last 
year and the 5 year average figure of 21.2 crimes. 

In the 1st quarter of this year three residents over the age of 70, lost a 
combined sum in excess of £134,000. Whilst enquiries are ongoing into these 
crimes, these victims have now had their funds reinstated by banks. 

Acquisitive Crime 

14 crimes relating to homes being broken into 
(including attempts) have been recorded during 
Q1, a rise of 5 compared to the same period last 
year. 

This was not unexpected given the significant 
COVID restrictions that were in place during the 
same period last year and is down 45% 
compared to the 5 year average. 

compared to 
last year  

No. of 
Victims 

5 

Local Policing Priority: Crime (Sexual Offences) 

In line with wider trends, Q1 has seen a 
decrease in the reporting of sexual crimes 
with 18 victims having come forward in the 
first quarter compared to 27 last year.  

During this period, in separate and unrelated 
incidents, four sheriffs warrants have been executed by our 
officers in relation to possession of indecent images of 
children. Four separate males with ages ranging from 17 to 
56 have been reported to the Procurator Fiscal in relation to 
alleged offences. 

Compared to 
last year 

9 

Sexual 
Crimes 

Public Protection 

Local Policing Priority: Crime (Violent Crime) 
Fairer East Ren Plan: Reducing social isolation, loneliness & increasing safety  

Whilst our current year to date figures for Q1 show that we have attended 
15 fewer domestic abuse incidents compared to the same period last year, 
(136 down from 151), this is slightly more than the 5 year average of 128.4. 
Year to date domestic abuse incidents where associated crimes have been 
recorded, have reduced by 38%, from 71 last year to only 44 in Q1 this 
year. This may indicate a willingness of victims to report concerns relating 
to domestic abuse at an early stage, prior to escalation into criminal 
conduct. 

Whilst not all domestic abuse crimes involve physical violence, patterns of 
escalation in behaviour in abusive relationships are recognised.  We place 
a high priority on investigating and detecting all criminal conduct related to 
domestic abuse as this has potential to prevent repeat offending and 
potentially more serious and/or more violent crime. 

Agenda Item No. 3
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Tackling Crime and the Fear of Crime 

 

CONCLUSION 
As Local Policing Commander for East Renfrewshire, I am pleased to present the Cabinet Report for the 1st Quarter of the year. 

Whilst challenges will undoubtedly continue as we progress through the COVID pandemic and as restrictions ease and our operational commitments to large scale policing events return, our commitment to 
working with partners across East Renfrewshire to improve the joint services we provide to our communities, will remain firm and indeed be enhanced through our Public Health approach to policing.  

Our Local Police Plan will continue to provide focus to drive our daily business to address the issues which are of most concern to our residents. 

Chief Superintendent Mark Sutherland 
Divisional Commander 

CRIME 
Our Area of Focus: Violent Crime 

During May and June this year two of our Campus Police Officers received training alongside ERC 
teaching staff to develop and implement the “Mentors in Violence Prevention” (MVP) project in high 
schools. MVP is a Scottish Government backed, peer mentoring programme which gives young 
people the chance to explore and challenge the attitudes, beliefs and cultural norms which underpin 
gender-based violence, bullying and other forms of violence. Our officers will support schools in the 
roll out of this program starting in the 2021-22 academic year. 

In late March, the body of a 26 year old Barrhead man was discovered in the grounds of the Royal 
Alexandra Hospital, Paisley. A murder enquiry was instigated which focussed on events which had 
occurred, shortly beforehand, in the Barrhead area.  Following extensive enquiries by divisional 
officers and our Major Investigations Team, a 26 year old man from Barrhead was arrested and 
appeared at court on the 16th June. He is currently remanded to prison pending further 
proceedings. 

In April, following conviction after a High Court trial, a 22 year old woman was 
sentenced to three years imprisonment for Assault to Severe Injury, Permanent 
Disfigurement & Danger of Life. The crime occurred in the accused’s Barrhead 
home last October. 

In June officers attended a report of a disturbance in Barrhead where 2 men 
aged 26 and 42 years respectively, were arrested. Weapons including a 
machete and a sword were recovered.  Both men were held in custody to 
appear at court. The criminal case is still pending. 

Our Area of Focus: Crimes of Dishonesty 

As highlighted earlier in this report, the prevalence of crimes relating to fraud 
has increased significantly both locally in East Renfrewshire and across the United 
Kingdom. Criminals continue to develop ever changing methods to commit fraud, 
often, but not always from overseas and often utilising communications networks and 
the internet. Effective investigation of these crimes can require specialist skills, 
technological expertise and the support of financial organisations. In response to these issues, 
we have created a dedicated Financial Crimes Unit within the Greater Glasgow Police Division. The 
unit is led by experienced CID officers, and deal predominantly with higher value frauds or 
fraudulent schemes involving multiple frauds with a high combined value. In addition to their own 
investigations, some of which relate to crimes in East Renfrewshire, they are well placed to offer 
their own specialist knowledge and assistance to all officers investigating fraud, ensuring that we 
maximise all opportunities to detect crimes and minimise the risk of future crimes. 

PROTECTING VULNERABLE PEOPLE 
Our Area of Focus: Vulnerable Road Users 

Road safety is a high priority amongst residents in East Renfrewshire and our officers liaise regularly 
with ERC Roads & Transportation Dept., identifying locations of concern and addressing these 
through enforcement and improvement of infrastructure. 

During the first quarter, our officers have been carrying out regular road side speed checks and a 
number of preventative action plans, in addition to regular patrols and enforcement activities carried 
out by the Police Scotland Roads Policing Unit. 

In the space of one particular week in May, officers charged 13 drivers with road traffic offences 
including 4 individuals driving without a proper licence, 3 drivers driving without insurance and 3 
drivers  under the influence of drink/drugs. 

We will to continue to focus on these issues. 

Our Areas of Focus: Domestic Abuse— Adult Protection—Child Protection 

In May this year an 80 year old man, already serving a prison sentence for sexual 
offences committed in East Renfrewshire in the 1970’s and 80’s, was sentenced 

to an additional 20 months imprisonment  following continued investigation by 
our officers.  We remain committed to identifying offenders and putting them 
before the courts, irrespective of the time which may have passed. Whilst 
doing so our approach is always victim centred, ensuring that appropriate 
support and care is made available to victims. 

Our Areas of Focus:  Young People 

In June, political tensions in  the middle east resulted in a notable rise in hate  
crimes and incidents nationally. The large Jewish community in East 

Renfrewshire was particularly affected by this and a number of incidents in East 
Renfrewshire were widely covered by the media. Pro-Palestinian, anti-Israeli and 

anti-Semitic graffiti and literature appeared in one high school. We worked very 
closely with our partners at ERC Education Department and Jewish community leaders to 

provide support and reassurance to the community and particularly pupils at the school in 
question to ensure that they were able to continue their education in a safe and secure 
environment, and without fear. Going forward, our Campus Officers will continue to deliver hate 
crime prevention inputs in schools as we have done in previous years, highlighting the damage that 
all forms of hate can cause in our society and empowering young people to challenge inappropriate 
or unlawful behaviour. 
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  Local Fire and Rescue Service Plan Priorities

Accidental 

Dwelling Fires

Deliberate 

Fire Setting

Non-

Domestic    

Fire Safety

Accidental 

Dwelling Fire 

Casualties

Unintentional 

Injury and Harm

Unwanted 

Fire Alarm 

Signals

Year on Year Change

3 Year Average Change

Barrhead, Liboside & Uplawmoor

Clarkston, Netherlee & Williamwood

Giffnock & Thornliebank

Newton Mearns North & Neilston

Newton Mearns South & Eaglesham

Total Incidents

The Local Fire and Rescue Service Plan has been developed to set out the priorities and objectives within East Renfrewshire 
and allows our local authority partners to scrutinise the performance outcomes of these priorities. We will continue to work 
closely with our partners in East Renfrewshire to ensure we are all “Working Together for a Safer Scotland” through 
targeting risks to our communities at a local level.

The plan has been developed to complement key partnership activity embedded across East Renfrewshire Community Plan 
and associated Delivery and Thematic plans. Through partnership working we will seek to deliver continuous improvement 
in our performance and effective service delivery in our area of operations.

The Local Fire and Rescue Plan for East Renfrewshire identified six areas for demand reduction and is subject to regular 
monitoring and reporting through the Police / Fire and Rescue Committee. A summary of the priorities and current activity is 
detailed below with further detail and analysis contained within this performance report.

About the statistics within this report  

The activity totals and other statistics quoted within this report are published in the interests of transparency and 
openness. They are provisional in nature and subject to change as a result of ongoing quality assurance and review. 
Because all statistics quoted are provisional there may be a difference in the period totals quoted in our reports after 
local publication which result from revisions or additions to the data in our systems. The Scottish Government publishes 
official statistics each year which allow for comparisons to be made over longer periods of time.

Activity levels have reduced by more than 5%

Activity levels have reduced by up to 5%

Activity levels have increased overall

9



East Renfrewshire Activity Summary

4

monitoring and reporting through the Police / Fire and Rescue Committee. A summary of the priorities and current activity is 

0
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400

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

East Renfrewshire Operational Trends

Total Incidents All Fires All Special Services All False Alarms

37%

9%

54%

43%

9%

48%

All Fires All Special Services All False Alarms

Annual Average

3 Year Average

20.06%

17.40%

17.11%

14.75%

10.03%

3.83%

3.54%

2.95%

2.36%

2.06%

1.77%

1.18%

0.59%

0.29%

0.29%

False Alarm (UFAS)

Outdoor Fire

False Alarm (Dwelling)

Refuse Fire

False Alarm (Good Intent)

Other Primary Fire

Dwelling Fire

Special Service - Effecting…

Special Service - RTC

Vehicle Fire
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Special Service - No action (not…

Special Service - Animal…

Special Service - Other…

Special Service - Lift Release

Top 15 Incidents Types by %
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Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

147

fires
primary &
secondary

special
services

30

false
alarms

162
17%

total number of 

incidents

339
31%

fire & non-fire

casualties

10
100%

economic cost of

ufas incidents

£133,960 

*data above is year on year change

We have seen a continued reduction in accidental dwelling fires with a reduction of 21%. It is pleasing to note that 10 out o
the 11 properties had working detection and with nearly 50% being extinguished prior to the arrival of the fire service and 
the other 50% requiring no firefighting action or limited action by way of removal from heat source. It is also positive that
nearly all of the incidents were limited to the room  of origin and  the item first ignited which resulted in limited or no f
damage.

Activity by Time of Day

Incidents by Classification

88%41%
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-21% 0%
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Main Source of Ignition

Year on Year

3 Year 

Average

89%

Detection 
Actuated

Automatic Detection & Actuation

Domestic Safety - Accidental Dwelling Fires Domesti

Detection 

82%
Calls Made via Linked 

73%

6

4

1

Cooking
appliance

Electricity
supply

Heating
equipment

Main Source of Ignition

14

11

18

14

11

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Accidental Dwelling Fires

45% 0%

27% 27%

No Firefighting Action Direct Firefighting

No Heat/Smoke Damage No Fire Damage

Alcohol/Drug
Impairment

9%
Distraction

27%

010203
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11121314
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2300

27%

Clarkston, 
Netherlee & 

Williamwood

27% 9%

Giffnock & 
Thornliebank

Newton Mearns 
North & Neilston

Newton Mearns 
South & Eaglesham

9% 27%

Barrhead, 
Liboside & 

Uplawmoor

Performance Summary

Accidental Dwelling Fires by Time of Day

Severity of Accidental Dwelling Fires 

Human Factors

Accidental Dwelling Fires Activity by Ward (% share)

We have seen a continued reduction in accidental dwelling fires with a reduction of 21%. It is pleasing to note that 10 out of 
the 11 properties had working detection and with nearly 50% being extinguished prior to the arrival of the fire service and 
the other 50% requiring no firefighting action or limited action by way of removal from heat source. It is also positive that
nearly all of the incidents were limited to the room  of origin and  the item first ignited which resulted in limited or no fire
damage.
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Domestic Safety - Accidental Dwelling Fire Casualties
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First Aid at Scene
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0%
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Fatality

0%

Performance Summary Fire Casualties by Time of Day

Nature of Injury

Extent of Harm

Age / Gender Profile

Accidental Dwelling Fire Casualties by Ward (% share)

I am pleased to report we had no fire casualties during this reporting period and a reduction of 100% from the same period 
last year and 40% reduction over the three year reporting period.
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Non-Fire Casualties

Deliberate
Performance Summary Non-Fire Casualties by Time of Day

Nature of Injury

Extent of Harm

Non-Fire Emergency Activity

Age / Gender Profile

Non-Fire Casualties by Ward (% share)

Though there has been a significant increase from the same 
period last year, there has only been an 8% increase over the 
three year indicator with the number of casualties  showing 
such a dramatic increase due to 8 RTC incidents with 5 
extrications but positive to note there were no fatalities, only 2 
injuries requiring hospitalisation and all other casualties had 
only minor injuries. 
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Performance Summary Deliberate Fires by Time of Day

Deliberate Fires by Classification

Primary Fire Ratio by Activity Type

Secondary Fire Ratio by Activity Type

Deliberate Fires Compared to Operational Activity

Deliberate Fires by Ward (% share)

Definitions 
Primary Fires - all fires in buildings, vehicles and outdoor 
structures or any fire involving casualties, rescues or fires 
attended by five or more appliances 
Secondary Fires - fire incidents that did not occur at a primary 
location, was not a chimney fire in an occupied building, did not 
involve casualties (otherwise categorised as a primary incident) 
and was attended by four or fewer appliances. 

It is disappointing to note we have had a significant increase on both the year on year and 3 year indicators however, this 
can be attributed to a spate of secondary fires during June in one specific area which contributed to over 50% of the 
recorded activity.

Deliberate Fires 
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Performance Summary Non-Domestic Fires by Time of Day

Non-Domestic Fires by Nature of Origin

Non-Domestic Fires by Ward (% share)

Severity of Non-Domestic Fires

Non-Domestic Fires by Premises Type

Though we have had a 100% increase from the same reporting period last year, this is measured against an unusually low 
figure of 3 incidents last year and 6 this year with 3 being private properties and 3 falling under the fire Scotland act for
relevant premises. It is pleasing to note there were no deliberate fires with all being accidental or a fault within the 
premises.

Non Domestic Fires 
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Unwanted Fire Alarm Signals
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Unwanted Fire Alarm Signals Activity Ratios

Average Unwanted Fire Alarm Signals per Day

The amount of UFAS incidents have increased by 84% during this reporting period with a reduction of 8% over the 3 year 
average. The significant increase was caused predominantly by actuations at schools due to apparatus being contaminated 
by dust gathering within the detector heads due to the schools being closed and limited ventilation within.
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What is AFA versus UFAS?

AFA

“An AFA (automatic fire alarm) is

a system that warns people of a

possible fire by automatic or manual

means”.

This is very different to a UFAS.

UFAS
“An unwanted fire alarm signal 

(UFAS)

is a false alarm generated from an 

automatic fire alarm activation that

the fire service responds to”.
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The Case for Change

• Every year SFRS attends 28,479
UFAS that are caused by AFAs in
the workplace

• UFAS makes up 31% of all
incidents we attend

• UFAS levels have been increasing
since 2013/14

• Any change will not affect how
SFRS responds to:

- AFAs that are confirmed fires
- AFAs in private homes

19



• AFA systems - a key part of any
fire safety strategy.

• But, the vast majority of AFA
activations are false alarms.

• If transmitted to the SFRS, they
generate a UFAS and
attendance of fire crews.

• In Scotland, only 2 per cent of
calls initiated by AFA’s in the

workplace were to an actual fire
related event.

UFAS Causes

The Case for Change
20



Legal Responsibilities

The Case for Change

• No legal requirement for SFRS to respond to calls originating
from an AFA system to establish if there is a fire.

• This responsibility rests with the duty holder
• Duty holders are required to ensure safety of relevant

persons by implementing appropriate procedures
• Appropriate procedures include investigating the cause of

the alarm and informing the fire service, if an actual fire

21



On SFRS
• Diverts essential services from real

emergencies
• Unnecessary road risk – every year

around 57,000 unnecessary blue light
journeys impacting on firefighter and
public safety

• Disruption to training and community
safety activities – over 64,000hrs of
productive time lost to UFAS

• Opportunity costs of UFAS – around
£3.5 million every year.

On Communities
• Disruption to businesses and critical

services delivered by our partners
• Causes complacency
• Impact on the environment -

estimated 575 tonnes of carbon
emissions every year as a
consequence of UFAS

• A drain on public finances

Impact of UFAS 
The Case for Change
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• Scottish Government set a strategic priority for tackling UFAS.
• In response we set a target to reduce UFAS by 15% between

2017 and 2020.
• During this period UFAS increased by 3% despite efforts of the

Service and its partners to reduce them.
• Scottish Government has an ambition of achieving Net Zero

carbon emissions by 2045.
• Reducing UFAS and unnecessary blue light journeys will support

this ambition.

The Case for Change

Target Set to Reduce UFAS
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• During the pandemic, to help minimise risk 
of exposure to the virus, we’ve reduced our 

AFA response to one fire appliance.
• As of April 2021, we have reduced blue light 

journeys by almost 10,500 = 40,000 
possibilities of firefighters being exposed to 
the virus.

• A review found no evidence of any negative 
impact.

• Review highlight - 14 fewer vehicle 
accidents, a drop of 29%. A positive impact 
on reducing road risk and improving 
firefighter safety.

The Case for Change

Impact of COVID-19
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• Upskilling and training
• Less impact on key staff
• Increased prevention work
• Improved safety
• More agile and resilient
• Improved business productivity

The Case for Change

Benefits of Reducing UFAS
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• We have been following an options appraisal process to get us
to this consultation stage

• Staff and stakeholders have been crucial in influencing the
options we are consulting on

• There is no preferred option
• The outcome of the consultation will form the basis of a final

business case

Where we are
Developing the Options
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How we got here

Long List of 
Options

• 15 options identified

Narrow Down 
Long List of 

Options

• Each option assessed and
scored on their desirability, viability
& feasibility

Agree 
Shortlist of 

Options 

• Shortlist of 5 options were
approved for testing

Developing the Options
27



The Staff & Stakeholder Workshop
• During February 2021, staff and

stakeholders tested the shortlist of 5
options during an options appraisal
workshop.

• The workshop involved discussing,
assessing and scoring the options on
the balance of benefits and risks.

• The results of the workshop were
reviewed, to deliver an overall scoring
and ranking of the 5 options.

• The Service approved a
recommendation to consult on 3 options.

Staff Stakeholders

SFRS UFAS Champions Duty Holders

Retained and Voluntary Duty 

System (RVDS)
Fire Industry

Operations Control (OC) Insurance Industry

Wholetime Watch Based FBU

Prevention & Protection 

(P&P) Local Managers
National Associations

Developing the Options
28



A
Call challenge all AFA’s from non-domestic premises. No response is mobilised, if questioning confirms
there is no fire, or signs of fire. Sleeping risk premises are exempt from call challenging and will receive
the following immediate response:
 Residential Care Homes receive 2 fire appliances regardless time of day.
 All other sleeping risks receive one fire appliance between 0700-1800hrs and two fire appliances

out-with these hours.

61%
UFAS

Reduction

B
Call challenge all AFA’s from non-domestic premises. No response is mobilised, if questioning confirms
there is no fire, or signs of fire. No exemptions to call challenging apply (i.e. all AFA calls received are
call challenged, regardless of premises type and caller).

85%
UFAS

Reduction

C
Non-attendance to all AFA’s from non-domestic premises, unless back-up 999 call confirming fire, or
signs of fire is received. Sleeping risk premises are exempt from non-attendance and will receive the
following response:
 Residential Care Homes receive 2 fire appliances regardless time of day.
 All other sleeping risks receive one fire appliance between 0700-1800hrs and two fire appliances

out-with these hours.

71%
UFAS

Reduction

The Options for public consultation
Developing the Options
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Option A - Call challenge all AFAs. No response is mobilised if questioning
confirms no fire or no signs of fire. Sleeping risk premises are exempt and will receive 
an automatic response based on premises type and time of day 

Key Benefits
• Improved firefighter and community safety through the reduction of

blue light journeys
• Improved availability of resources and more time to focus on

upskilling, training and prevention work
• Reduced response costs
• Reduced fleet carbon emissions
• Least risk of all option
• Automatic response to AFAs where people are sleeping
Key Risks
• Increased risk of building damage
• Increased risk to building occupants
• Increased risk to firefighter safety
• Fire and rescue reputational damage
• RVDS retention and recruitment issues
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Option B – Call challenge all AFAs. No response is mobilised if questioning 
confirms no fire or no signs of fire. No exemptions to call challenging apply  

Key Benefits
• Improved firefighter and community safety through the reduction 

of blue light journeys
• Improved availability of resources and more time to focus on 

upskilling, training and prevention work
• Reduced response costs
• Reduced fleet carbon emissions
• Highest reduction in UFAS attendance

Key Risks
• Increased risk compared to Option A of building damage
• Increased risk compared to Option A to building occupants
• Increased risk compared to Option A to firefighter safety
• Fire and rescue reputational damage
• RVDS retention and recruitment issues
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Option C – Non-attendance to all AFAs, unless back-up 999 call confirming fire
or signs of fire is received. Sleeping risk premises are exempt and will receive a PDA 
based on premises type and time of day

Key Benefits
• Improved firefighter and community safety through the

reduction of blue light journeys
• Improved availability of resources and more time to focus

on upskilling, training and prevention work
• Reduced response costs
• Reduced fleet carbon emissions
• Automatic response to premises where people are

sleeping

Key Risks
• Greatest risk of building damage
• Greatest risk to building occupants
• Greatest risk to firefighter safety
• Fire and rescue reputational damage
• Retained and Volunteer Duty System (RVDS) retention

and recruitment issues
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Mitigating the Risks

• Comprehensive set of measures for mitigating the risks can be
read in the Consultation Document

• Any change will be underpinned by a risk management strategy
• SFRS commitment to working with affected stakeholders, to

ensure they are prepared for any changes we make
• Feedback from the consultation will help shape our plans for

mitigating the risks.
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Public Consultation

Enquiries/feedback :  SFRS.UFASConsultation@firescotland.gov.uk

Consultation 
start 19th July

12 week 
consultation 

period

Consultation 
ends 11th

October

Public

StaffKey 
stake-

holders

Survey/
participate

/
feedback
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ANY QUESTIONS?
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INTRODUCTION 
Every year the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) 
responds to an average of 28,479 unwanted fire alarm 
signals (UFAS) that are caused by automatic fire alarms 
(AFAs) in the workplace.

These systems are designed to provide early warning 
of fire and save lives but in the workplace 97% of the 
calls we receive are false alarms.  This type of false alarm 
(UFAS) is often caused by factors such as cooking fumes, 
dust and lack of maintenance. 

UFAS make up 31% of all the incidents we attend and we 
send out an average of two fire appliances to every UFAS.

This means we are making around 57,000 
unnecessary blue light journeys every year. 

We believe we could do more to keep the people of 
Scotland safe if we change how we respond to AFAs.  

Any change we do make, will not affect how we respond 
to calls from AFAs that are real fires. If there is a confirmed 
fire, we will respond as we normally would for any 
emergency. 

Also, any changes will not affect how we respond to 
alarms in private homes – we are only reviewing how we 
respond to false alarms in workplaces that have fire safety 
responsibilities under the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005.

We are committed to solving this problem in partnership 
with our key partners, stakeholders and the people of 
Scotland - which is why we are holding this 12-week 
public consultation.

This document sets out why we need to change our 
response to AFAs, the potential options for doing this, 
the process we will follow to make any changes and how 
you can get involved in shaping this decision. 

Your input is invaluable to us and we would like you to 
complete our survey on Page 20 to help us identify a 
preferred option.  There are eight questions in total and 
the survey will only take 5 minutes to complete. You can 
send the completed survey to us using our Freepost 
address or alternatively you can complete our online 
survey.

This survey is just one method in which we are engaging 
with those who have  an interest.

We are engaging with our staff, local authorities, health 
boards, duty holders and others who will be directly 
affected.  

If you feel that you would like to talk to us about how 
this may affect you, then please contact us on: 

SFRS.UFASConsultation@firescotland.gov.uk.

What is AFA versus UFAS?

An AFA (automatic fire alarm) is 
a system that warns people of a 
possible fire by automatic or manual 
means. This is very different to a UFAS. 

An unwanted fire alarm signal (UFAS) 
is a false alarm generated from an 
automatic fire alarm activation that 
the fire service responds to.
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UFAS Incidents
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1. The case for change
Our figures show that the number of UFAS in Scotland 
has been increasing since 2013/14.  

This was caused by a number of factors such as the 
number of AFA systems increasing in new builds and the 
creation of the SFRS in 2013, which standardised the 
response across the country.

Attending almost 30,000 UFAS every year impacts 
heavily on our resources and causes significant 
disruption to businesses, 
hospitals and health 
centres, schools and 
universities. 

Almost all of us will have 
experienced the long 
wait outside a building 
while firefighters confirm 
there is no fire. 

It is no surprise that 
complacency - “oh, it’s 
just another false alarm” 
- may set in and cause
staff to be less willing 
to act quickly when an 
alarm activates.

Only two per cent of AFA actuations that were received 
by the SFRS were actual confirmed fires, with almost two 
thirds of these requiring no action by us
i.e. they were out on arrival.

Overall, the property damage by fire was minimal, with 
no building damage being recorded in more than half of 
all properties where AFAs were confirmed as actual fires.

These facts reflect the high levels of fire safety standards 
required of duty holders under the Fire (Scotland) Act 
2005, and the good standards of fire safety we find 
when auditing buildings.

Because we treat every call from an AFA as if it was a 
real emergency, typically we respond under blue light 
conditions. These types of journeys are more dangerous 
for our firefighters and for members of the public. 

Accidents involving fire appliances responding to 
false alarms can - and do - happen. The cause and 
effect of these accidents and injuries are avoidable and 
unacceptable and we want to cut unnecessary blue light 
journeys caused by UFAS.

1.1  Legal Responsibility

Did you know, we are not legally required to attend a 
business or workplace when an automatic alarm goes 
off?

It is the people with fire safety responsibilities in the 
building - the duty holder. They should ensure the safe 
evacuation of people from the building, investigate the 
cause of the alarm, then notify us if they discover an actual 
fire.  

Mostly all other UK fire & rescue services now require a 
confirmed fire before they send fire appliances.
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1.2  Impact of UFAS

Every UFAS involves nine firefighters and two fire 
appliances.  It takes an average of 15 minutes from the 
appliance leaving the station to the cause of the alarm 
being identified, but in reality dealing with these calls 
often takes twice as long. 

That is over 64,000 productive hours lost each year 
responding to UFAS. To put this into context, that’s 
the equivalent cost of £3.5m (this is what we would 
describe as an opportunity cost).

Inevitably, this lost productivity causes significant 
disruption to our training, fire safety and community 
safety work and, crucially, while firefighters are 
investigating the cause of the alarm, they cannot 
attend real emergencies.

Equally, attending UFAS incidents creates avoidable 
financial costs such as fuel costs, vehicle wear and tear 
and call-out payments. Under our duty of best value, we 
are accountable to the public for every pound spent. We 
must therefore explore every opportunity to become 
more efficient and effective at tackling UFAS.

1.3  Target set to reduce UFAS

The Scottish Government asked us to reduce UFAS 
and we set a target to reduce these incidents by 15% 
between 2017 and 2020. We have been unable to meet 
this target under our current response model.  

In fact, from April 2017 to end March 2020, UFAS 
increased by 3% across Scotland. This is despite the 
efforts of the Service and its partners to reduce them. 

We have also set ourselves challenging targets to support 
the Scottish Government’s ambition of achieving Net 
Zero carbon emissions by 2045. 

By undertaking around 57,000 unnecessary blue light 
journeys every year caused by UFAS, we are producing 
around 575 tonnes of carbon emissions. That is the 
carbon equivalent of heating 230 homes every year.   

Reducing the number of UFAS and unnecessary blue light 
journeys will help us become a more environmentally 
sustainable organisation.
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1.4  Impact of COVID-19

Like all organisations, the COVID-19 pandemic meant we 
had to change our practices to ensure we maintained our 
core services to keep our staff and communities safe, as 
well as protecting the NHS. 

One of the changes we made 
was in our response to AFAs, 
to help minimise the risk of 
exposure to coronavirus for our 
firefighters and the public.  

From May 2020, we began 
sending a single fire appliance 
to AFAs of certain property 
types. This reduced blue light 
journeys by an average of 21%.

As of 30 April 2021, we have reduced blue light journeys 
by 10,409 and therefore eliminated well over 40,000 
possibilities of firefighters becoming exposed to the 
virus. These figures are based on a minimum crew of four 
in a responding fire appliance.

We reviewed the overall impact of this interim response 
during January 2021 and there was no evidence that its 
implementation had any detrimental impact. 

In fact, we found that there were 14 less vehicle accidents 
associated with responding to false alarms, which is 
a drop of 29% and a real positive impact on reducing 
road risk caused by blue light journeys. You can see the 

findings of this review on our website.

We asked staff for their views of the COVID-19 interim 
one-pump response to AFAs. More than half of the 
318 staff responses received, supported the interim 
COVID-19 response. We used their feedback to shape 
the assessment of the options we are consulting on.
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1.5  Benefits of reducing UFAS

Less impact on key staff 

Around half of our operational firefighters are Retained 
and Volunteer Duty Staff (RVDS). This means they have full 
time jobs working within our more remote communities 
and are paged when they are required to attend an 
emergency. 

This could be when they are at work, meaning each time 
an RVDS responds to an AFA, their primary employer is 
releasing their staff member to attend an incident that is 
often a UFAS.

Our RVDS are essential in keeping our communities 
safe and we need to make sure it is a rewarding job that 
minimises unnecessary disruption to our firefighters and 
their primary employers. 

By reducing the amount of time they spend on UFAS 
calls, we can improve their work/life balance, maximise 
the role they perform for us in their communities and 
reduce the impact on their primary employer.

Improved safety 

Through the review of our COVID-19 interim response 
to AFAs, we have shown that by changing our response 
and reducing blue light journeys, we can make real 
improvements to firefighter and public safety without 
compromising the Service’s ability to maintain an 
effective response to AFAs. 

We regard the safety of firefighters and the public as 
being absolute priorities. By reducing unnecessary blue 
light journeys we will significantly reduce road risk to 
firefighters, road users and pedestrians.  Additionally, 
it will have the effect of helping to minimise the 
environmental impact of our fleet.  

Upskilling and training

Reducing unnecessary activity means our firefighters 
can focus on building and maintaining their skills 
to meet the new demands and risks that Scotland’s 
people and communities face. 

We respond to many different emergencies including 
road traffic collisions, rope rescue, water rescue, 
hazardous materials, building collapse and flooding, 
as well as assisting our partner agencies to keep our 
communities safe.

Our firefighters are among the best equipped and 
most highly trained in the world. This is a continuous 
improvement process that requires upskilling to 
maintain effectiveness in highly technical areas such as 
water and rope rescue.

By reducing the amount of time we spend on UFAS calls, 
we can spend more time training and developing our 
firefighters in more technical areas.

Increased prevention work

The best way to deal with an emergency is to prevent it 
from happening in the first place, and our role starts long 
before any 999 calls are made. We work closely with our 
key partners right across Scotland to deliver crucial fire 
safety messages and create safer communities.

By working together for a safer Scotland, we can help 
reduce the number of fires and continue to play a key role 
in ensuring the overall safety and wellbeing of the people 
of Scotland. 

We can do more of this by reinvesting the time saved 
through reduced UFAS calls.  This would include more 
time spent working with duty holders on measures to 
prevent AFAs occurring in the first place.
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More agile and resilient

The pandemic has required us to explore different ways 
of delivering our service, to ensure we keep the people 
of Scotland safe during the crisis. 

It tested our business continuity plans and has 
demonstrated the need for all organisations, however 
big or small, to be able to weather major, unforeseen 
disruption.  

We have learned that there were many positive aspects 
from introducing the COVID-19 interim response to 
AFAs. This interim response, which cut down blue 
light journeys, reduced risk and minimised disruption 
enabled us to adapt more quickly and successfully to 
the challenges of the pandemic. 

By reducing unnecessary blue light journeys 
caused by UFAS, the Service will have a more agile 
and resilient response model that can cope with 
future demands and uncertainties.

Improved Business Productivity

Every AFA that leads to a false alarm and ultimately a 
UFAS, creates avoidable disruption.  Not just to the 
SFRS but also upon businesses and our partners.  

Lost production and custom affect 
profitability and interruption to critical 
services, such as healthcare for example, 
which can impact upon the treatment of 
patients.

Duty holders are expected to only report 
fires, not false alarms to us, so that staff 
and customers are able to re-enter the 
premises once it is safe to do so.

This avoids businesses and services having 
to wait unnecessarily for our attendance 
to confirm that there is no fire and to allow 
their business operations to resume with 
minimum disruption.
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2.2  Long-Term Vision

We have been discussing with staff and communities 
how the SFRS can evolve to meet the changing needs 
which Scotland faces, particularly around challenges 
created by climate change, increasing terror threat and 
our ageing population.

To meet these needs, we must create additional 
capacity.  When we ask staff for their views on how 
to do this, their first response is always to reduce our 
response to UFAS.

  

2.1  UFAS review 
UFAS is not a new issue for the SFRS.  In March 2020 
we reported the findings and recommendations of a 

Stocktake Review to identify why we were unable to 
reduce the number of UFAS incidents across Scotland.

This review identified opportunities for better 
engagement with our key stakeholders and ways to 
improve training for firefighters. The most notable 
review recommendations were to tackle the longer-
term challenges of increasing numbers of UFAS. 

This has led us to act on the recommendations of the 
UFAS Stocktake Review by prioritising an evaluation 
of options for responding to AFAs.
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2.3  The Options Appraisal

Where we are

This consultation is about how we decide the best 
response to AFAs, to reduce the burden placed on 
the Service and partners by UFAS.

The work we have done so far with our staff and 
stakeholders in testing options has been crucial and 
has influenced the options we are consulting on.  

We do not have a preferred option. 

Each of the options we are consulting on 
will deliver significant UFAS reductions.   
The associated benefits need to be 
considered alongside the potential 
risks and mitigations for limiting them.  

The Service is now in stage 5 of this process and the 
stages to date (see diagram) have provided the basis 
for this public consultation. 

The outcomes of this consultation will inform a final 
business case to allow a decision to be made by the 
SFRS Board, on a preferred option near the end of the 
calendar year 2021.
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How we got here – the long list  
We initially identified 15 potential options for responding to AFAs. In identifying these options, 
we considered approaches already employed by other UK fire & rescue services.

Two workshops involving a 
Staff Review Group, were held 
during October 2020, to assess 
and score each option and come to 
a decision regarding a final shortlist. 

The criteria that was used to assess and 
score the options and full results from the 
workshops, can be found on our website.

Do Nothing (Baseline Comparator)

01 Our Pre-COVID 19 Response – Operations 
Control (OC) staff challenges all AFAs from 
non-domestic premises and responds with a 
minimum pre-determined attendance (PDA) of 
one fire appliance.  Exemptions apply to high-
risk premises and calls originating from Alarm 
Receiving Centres (ARC)

Immediate Response

02 With premises full PDA

03 With a PDA of one fire appliance

04 With a PDA of two fire appliances

05 COVID-19 Response - a PDA of one fire 
appliance with exemptions applying to certain 
high risk premises

06 Business vehicles

07 PDA is determined by the premises risk type 
(e.g. commercial normal risk attracts a one fire 
appliance response whereas a non-domestic 
sleeping risk attracts a two fire appliances 
response)

08 PDA is determined by the time of day 

09 PDA is determined by the time of day 
and premises risk type

Call challenge by Operations Control (OC)

10 • All AFA calls from non-domestic premises
• Where call challenging has failed to remove 

attendance, or premises type is high risk and 
exempt from call challenging

• PDA is one fire appliance regardless of time 
of day

11 • All AFA calls from non-domestic premises 
• Where call challenging has failed to remove 

attendance, or premises type is high risk and 
exempt from call challenging

• PDA is two fire appliances regardless of 
time of day

12 • All AFA calls from non-domestic premises 
• Where call challenging has failed to remove 

attendance, or premises type is high risk and 
exempt from call challenging

• PDA is dependent on time of day and 
premises type

13 • All AFA calls from non-domestic premises 
• Where call challenging has failed to remove 

attendance
• No exemptions to call challenging 
• PDA is dependent on time of day and 

premises type

Non-attendance

14 • All AFAs from non-domestic premises, unless 
back-up 999 call confirming fire is received

• No exemptions apply
15 • All AFAs from non-domestic premises, unless 

back-up 999 call confirming fire is received  
• Exemptions apply to high-risk premises types
• PDA is dependent on time of day and premises 

type
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The Final Shortlist

Following assessment of all 15 options, five were then selected and tested at a 
Stakeholder Options Appraisal workshop event in February 2021.

OPTION FINDINGS

1 Do Nothing – maintain the status quo (baseline comparator)

2 COVID-19 Interim Response – with immediate one pump
Exemptions apply to high-risk premises

3
Call challenge all AFAs from non-domestic premises. No response is mobilised, 
if questioning confirms there is no fire, or signs of fire. Sleeping risk premises are 
exempt from call challenging and will receive the following immediate response:

• Residential Care Homes receive a PDA of two fire appliances regardless of time of day
• All other sleeping risks receive a PDA of one fire appliance between 0700-1800hrs

and two fire appliances out-with these hours

4
Call challenge all AFAs from non-domestic premises. No response is 
mobilised, if questioning confirms there is no fire, or signs of fire.

No exemptions to call challenging apply (i.e. all AFA calls received are call 
challenged, regardless of premises type and caller).

5
Non-attendance to all AFAs from non-domestic premises, unless back-up 999 call 
confirming fire, or signs of fire is received.  Sleeping risk premises are exempt from 
non-attendance and will receive the following immediate response:

• Residential Care Homes receive a PDA of two fire appliances regardless of time of day
• All other sleeping risks receive a PDA of one fire appliance between  0700-1800hrs

and two fire appliances out-with these hours
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BENEFITS

OPTION OVERALL SCORE OVERALL RANKING

4 1346 1 
greatest benefit

5 1328 2

3 1042 3

2 804 4

1 300 5  
least benefit

RISK

OPTION OVERALL SCORE OVERALL RANKING

5 178 1 
highest risk

4 170 2

3 134 3

2 114 4

1 60 5
 lowest risk

In summary, the review concluded that:

• Options 1 and 2 did not deliver a significant or, in 
the case of Option 1, any benefit to the Service

• Options 4 and 5 were identified as delivering the 
most benefit in terms of UFAS reduction but also 
carried the highest risk

• Option 3 offered a middle ground

Stakeholder Options Appraisal Workshop

The Stakeholder Options Appraisal involved a range of 
key stakeholders including representatives from health 
boards, universities, schools, local authorities, fire 
industry, businesses and our own staff.  The event was 
independently facilitated.

Participants were asked to complete a pre-workshop 
questionnaire ahead of the event.  At the workshop 

they discussed, assessed and scored the five shortlisted 
options on the balance of benefits and risks.  

The results of the assessment and scoring were compiled 
and reviewed to deliver an overall scoring and ranking of 
the options, as well as areas for consideration.

As Options 3, 4 and 5 can deliver a significant reduction 
in UFAS,  these are the three options we are consulting 
on. We refer to them now as Options A, B & C.

The full report on the Options Appraisal can be 
found on our website.
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2.4  Benefits and Risk Analysis of each option

The options for public consultation, along with estimated UFAS reductions, are as follows:  

A

• Call challenge all AFAs from non-domestic premises, unless exempt 

• No response is mobilised, if questioning confirms there is no fire, 

or signs of fire 

• Sleeping risk premises are exempt from call challenging and will 

receive the following immediate response:

• Residential Care Homes receive a PDA of  two fire appliances 

regardless of time of day

• All other sleeping risks receive a PDA of one fire appliance between 

0700-1800hrs and two fire appliances out-with these hours

61%
REDUCTION 

B

• Call challenge all AFAs from non-domestic premises

• No response is mobilised, if questioning confirms there is no fire, 

or signs of fire

• No exemptions to call challenging apply (i.e. all AFA calls received 

are call challenged, regardless of premises type and caller) 85%
REDUCTION 

C

• Non-attendance to all AFAs from non-domestic premises, unless 

back-up 999 call confirming fire, or signs of fire is received

• Sleeping risk premises are exempt from non-attendance and will 

receive the following immediate response:

• Residential Care Homes receive a PDA of two fire appliances 

regardless of time of day

• All other sleeping risks receive a PDA of one fire appliance between 

0700-1800hrs and two fire appliances out-with these hours

71%
REDUCTION 
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OPTION A
Our Operations Control (OC) staff will call challenge 
AFAs from non-domestic premises. No response will be 
mobilised, if questioning through call challenge confirms 
there is no fire, or signs of fire. Property types recognised 
by us as having sleeping provision will be exempt from 
call challenging and therefore will receive the following 
immediate response to an AFA:

• Residential Care Homes will receive a PDA of two 
fire appliances regardless of the time of day

• All other sleeping risks will receive a PDA of one fire 
appliance between 0700-1800hrs and a PDA of two 
fire appliances out-with these hours

Key Benefits

• Improved firefighter and community safety 
through the reduction of blue light journeys

• Improved availability of resources and more 
time to focus on upskilling, training and 
prevention work

• Reduced response costs
• Reduced fleet carbon emissions
• Least risk of all options
• Automatic response to AFAs where people 

are sleeping

Key Risks

• Increased risk of building damage 
• Increased risk to building occupants 
• Increased risk to firefighter safety 
• Fire and rescue reputational damage
• RVDS retention and recruitment issues

What does a 
61% reduction
look like?

 less vehicle      
                 accidents 
                 per year

 fewer personal 
          accidents 
          per year

8,683 
hours of less 
disruption 
per year

34,770 
less blue light journeys 
per year

    // 13

22 4

£
2,135,000 
reduction in 
opportunity costs
per year

39,087
hours of extra time 
for firefighters to utilise 
more productively
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54,466 
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opportunity costs
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OPTION B
Our OC staff will call challenge all AFAs from non-
domestic premises. No response will be mobilised, if 
questioning through call challenge confirms there is no 
fire, or signs of fire.  No exemptions to call challenging 
apply (i.e. all AFA calls received are call challenged, 
regardless of property type and caller).

Key Benefits

• Improved firefighter and community safety through 
the reduction of blue light journeys

• Improved availability of resources and more time to 
focus on upskilling, training and prevention work

• Reduced response costs
• Reduced fleet carbon emissions
• Highest reduction in UFAS attendance

Key Risks

• Increased risk compared to Option A 
of building damage 

• Increased risk compared to Option A 
to building occupants 

• Increased risk compared to Option A 
to firefighter safety 

• Fire and rescue reputational damage
• RVDS retention and recruitment issues

What does a 
85% reduction
look like?

14

 less vehicle      
                 accidents 
                 per year

 fewer personal 
          accidents 
          per year

12,099 
hours of  less 
disruption 
per year

48,450 
less blue light journeys 
per year

31 6
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 less vehicle      
                 accidents 

per year

fewer personal 
          accidents 

    per year

10,107
hours of  less 
disruption 
per year

40,470
less blue light journeys 
per year

26 5

408 
TONNES 

less carbon emissions
per year 

    // 

£
2,485,000 
reduction in 
opportunity costs
per year
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OPTION C
Non-attendance to AFAs from non-domestic premises.  
Our OC staff will advise the caller that we will not attend 
unless a back-up 999 call confirming fire, or signs of fire 
is received.  Property types recognised by us as having 
sleeping provision will be exempt and therefore they will 
receive the following immediate response to an AFA:

• Residential Care Homes will receive a PDA of two
fire appliances regardless of the time of day

• All other sleeping risks receive a PDA of one fire
appliance between 0700-1800hrs and a PDA of
two fire appliances out-with these hours

Key Benefits

• Improved firefighter and community safety
through the reduction of blue light journeys

• Improved availability of resources and more
time to focus on upskilling, training and 
prevention work

• Reduced response costs
• Reduced fleet carbon emissions
• Automatic response to premises where

people are sleeping

Key Risks

• Greatest risk of building damage 
• Greatest risk to building occupants 
• Greatest risk to firefighter safety 
• Fire and rescue reputational damage
• Retained and Volunteer Duty System

(RVDS) retention and recruitment issues

What does a 
71% reduction
look like?

    // 15

45,495
hours of extra time 
for firefighters to utilise 
more productively
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Mitigating the Risks

We recognise that the options we are consulting on carry with them an element of risk and uncertainty and, in 
considering the key risks in this document, we have an opportunity to highlight mitigating factors and outline controls 
that we believe will limit the risks materialising.

Key risks Measures we will take to mitigate any risk

Increased 
risk of 
building 
damage

• There are very few fires linked to AFAs  - around 2% lead to a fire and the majority of these are 
already out on arrival, or require very little intervention from the Service. We will monitor these 
figures to ensure we do not see an increase in building damage as a result of any change to our 
response. 

• We will work with duty holders to provide advice and guidance. This will include providing 
advice on considerations for fire protection, fire evacuation and reinforcing the need for making 
an early call to the SFRS, if a fire is confirmed.

• We will ensure the call challenge process is designed around asking the most relevant questions 
of the caller to establish if the AFA is a confirmed fire.  All calls received that are confirmed fires 
will be treated as a priority and should not result in a notable delay in sending appliances.

Increased 
risk to 
building 
occupants

• There are very few casualties linked to AFAs – less than 2% of all fire casualties. We will monitor 
these figures to ensure we do not see an increase in the risk to people as a result of any change 
to our response.

• The most likely risk to people is when they are asleep. These properties are exempt under 
Options A and C and would therefore continue to receive an automatic response. 

• For Option B we would regularly check and test the fire safety arrangements of buildings where 
there is a sleeping risk through our fire safety enforcement framework.

Increased 
risk to 
firefighter 
safety if 
faced with 
a more 
developed 
fire

• Ongoing core skills training, will ensure firefighters can safely, competently and effectively deal 
with the risk of a more developed fire.  

• We will monitor and review incidents, to ensure any lessons are learned and improvements in 
firefighter safety are made.

• The recent review of the COVID-19 interim response, showed no increased risk to firefighter safety 
because of a reduced response to AFA actuations.

• Based on vehicle accident and injury statistics relating to attending UFAS, it could be argued that 
road risk from unnecessary blue light journeys is greater than any risk to firefighters from more 
developed fires because of implementing any of the proposed options.

Fire and 
rescue 
reputational 
damage

• We will ensure our final decision considers the feedback of stakeholders and reflects any 
significant concerns they have.

• Any changes we implement following consultation will be done through a carefully planned and 
managed approach, which will include working with stakeholders who may be directly affected, 
to ensure they are prepared for any changes we make.

RVDS 
retention 
and 
recruitment 
issues

• While a reduction in call-outs may impact upon RVDS staff who are paid for each call they attend, 
there are other duties they will be able to take on with any additional capacity created. We are 
involving staff in the decision-making process.

• Longer term, different remuneration models are being considered through the RVDS Strategy 
Project.

• Reduced UFAS call-outs may improve RVDS retention and recruitment issues, due to reduction in 
disruption to their primary employment and a better work/life balance. 
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What do we mean by call challenge?

The main purpose of call challenge is to ascertain if there 
is a fire within the premises. This is currently the legal 
responsibility of the duty holder but custom and practice 
has resulted in this investigation being undertaken by fire 
crews.

Our OC Staff already ask callers for many details, so the 
additional information required under these options will 
not significantly impact on call-handling times.

Our call challenge process is summarised below.  A more 
detailed account of how it will work in practice is on our 

website.

OC staff will make the appropriate decisions with the 
information available and always have the autonomy to 
adjust mobilisation.

AFA calls received by us usually come from someone 
at the property dialling 999, however some come from 
Alarm Receiving Centres (ARCs), that monitor their 
customers’ alarm systems and alert us whenever an alarm 
goes off. 

One of the best ways that the SFRS can establish whether 
to respond to a call from an AFA, is by speaking to the 
person who made the call.  

This enables our OC Staff to ask relevant questions of 
the caller and, if then necessary, send the appropriate 
number of fire appliances to save life and protect 
property.  This is known as ‘call challenge’ and is 
proposed under Options A & B.

The call can be received from 
various sources including:

a)  Direct call from premises
b)  Remote call from outside  
 the premises
c)  Alarm Receiving Centres -  
 may be asked to investigate  
 whilst the call will be held  
 for 20 minutes

Call challenge will take place.

This will determine the 
most likely cause of alarm. If necessary, resources will be 

mobilised using a risk-based 
approach to ensure appropriate 
response at the time of need.
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Property types exempt
Number of fire 

appliances they will 
receive to an AFA 

Reason for response

Residential Care Home
• Residential Nursing/Care Home        
• Children’s Residential Home
• Retirement/Elderly Residential Home
• Sheltered Housing - not self contained
• Other Residential Home 

A PDA of two fire 
appliances regardless of 

the time of day

Residential Care Homes house 
our most vulnerable residents 
in our communities. Building 
design and construction, 
numbers of staff/residents and 
the nature of the occupancy 
place these types of property in 
our highest risk to life category 
from fire. It is for this reason that 
a response of two fire appliances 
is maintained always.

• Boarding House/B&B for homeless/
asylum seekers

• Boarding House/B&B other
• Boarding School accommodation
• Hospital
• Prison
• Student Hall of Residence
• Youth Hostel
• Military/barracks
• Monastery/convent
• Hostel (e.g. for homeless people)
• Hotel/Motel
• Nurses’/Doctors’ accommodation
• Other Holiday Residence                 

(cottage, flat, chalet)
• Young Offenders’ Unit

A PDA of one fire appliance
between 0700-1800hrs 

and two fire appliances 
out-with these hours

The response to these exempt 
properties is based on suitably 
trained staff being present to 
manage a fire evacuation and 
investigate the cause of an 
AFA, ensuring an appropriate 
response is maintained at night 
when people are asleep.

What are the exemptions?

Under Options A & C, we propose to continue sending 
an appropriate number of fire appliances to all AFA calls 
we receive from property types recognised as having 
sleeping provision, therefore ensuring a proportionate 
response to AFAs based on life risk.   

The following sleeping risk property types will be 
exempt and receive an immediate response to 
investigate the cause of the AFA.
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3. What do 
 you think?  
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Please choose your rating scale for these statements:
strongly
disagree

disagree neutral agree strongly 
agree

2 The number of UFAS we attend in Scotland is a problem that needs to be 

addressed now.

3 To reduce the impact of UFAS, we should stop sending fire appliances to 

AFAs unless it is for a confirmed fire or to premises on the exemption list.

4 The exemptions proposed for OPTION A and OPTION C provide a 

proportionate response to AFA calls based on risk.

5 Did you feel the consultation document provided you with enough 

information to enable you to give an informed response?

6 Please rank each OPTION from most preferred (1) to least preferred (3)

7 Would you like to suggest any other options to put forward for consideration? 

8 What else could we have provided or done to ensure it was easy for you to respond to the consultation?

9 Do you have any further comments?

QUESTIONS

A

B

C

Call challenge all AFAs. No response is mobilised if questioning confirms no fire or no signs of fire.  
Sleeping risk premises are exempt and will receive a PDA based on premises type and time of day.

Call challenge all AFAs. No response is mobilised if questioning confirms no fire or no signs of fire.  
No exemptions to call challenging apply.

Non-attendance to all AFA’s, unless back-up 999 call confirming fire or signs of fire is received.  
Sleeping risk premises are exempt and will receive a PDA based on premises type and time of day.

1 To help us analyse all feedback, please tell us if you are responding as a:

member of the public

member of SFRS wholetime & support staff

RVDS staff

retained employer

community group

voluntary organisation

local authority

emergency service organisation

public sector body

If  you are responding on behalf of an organisation, or as a 
retained employer, please state the name of your organisation:

If you are responding as an individual, please provide 
the first part of your postcode e.g G77, EH1:
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EQUALITIES MONITORING FORM
We would like to ask a few more questions about you.  Because we have a duty to meet the needs of people across our diverse 
communities, it would help us to know the range of people who gave us feedback.

 We can also use monitoring to determine whether our services are accessible, whether our policies have a disproportionate, unfair 
or positive impact on particular groups and whether members of those groups are satisfied with the service they receive. This 
section is optional.  Any responses you do provide will be anonymised.

1 Your Age

  Under 16

  16-25

  26-40

  41-55

  56-70

  Over 70

  Prefer not to say

2 Your Sex

  Female

  Male

  Prefer not to say

3 Trans - Do you consider yourself to   

 be trans, or have a trans history?

  Yes

  No

  Prefer not to say

4 Your sexual orientation

  Heterosexual

  Gay/Lesbian

  Bisexual

  Prefer not to say

5 Disability

 Do you have any of the following, which have lasted, or are  
 expected to last, at least 12 months?

  Deafness or partial hearing loss

  Blindness or partial sight loss

  Full or partial loss of voice or difficulty speaking (a   
  condition that requires you to use equipment to speak)

  Learning disability (a condition that you have had since  
  childhood that affects the way you learn, understand  
  information and communicate)

  Learning difficulty (a specific learning condition that  
  affects the way you learn and process information)

  Developmental disorder (a condition that you have   
  had since childhood which affects motor, cognitive,  
  social and emotional skills, and speech and language)

  Physical disability (a condition that substantially limits  
  one or more basic physical activities such as walking,  
  climbing stairs, lifting or carrying)

  Mental health condition (a condition that affects your  
  emotional, physical and mental wellbeing)

  Long-term illness, disease or condition (a condition, not 
  listed above, that you may have for life, which may be  
  managed with treatment or medication)

  Other condition

  No Condition

  Prefer not to say

5 Caring Responsibilities 

 Do you look after, or give any help or support to family   
 members, friends, neighbours or others because  
 of either:  long-term physical / mental ill-health / disability;  
 or problems related to old age?

  Yes – unpaid care provider full-time

  Yes – unpaid care provider part-time

  No

  Prefer not to say
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7 Care Experienced

Care experienced means you are or were formally looked  
after by a local authority, in the family home (with support  
from social services or a social worker) or elsewhere, for   
example, in foster care, residential/secure care, or  
kinship care (with family friends or relatives) and you have  
not yet reached your 26th birthday.

Yes

No

Prefer not to say

8 Ethnicity – what is your Ethnic Group?

Please select only one item:

A. White

Scottish

Other British

Irish

Gypsy/Traveller

Polish

Roma

Showman/Showwoman

Other white ethnic group (Please write below)

B. Mixed or multiple ethnic groups

Any mixed or multiple ethnic groups 

(Please write below)

C. Asian, Asian Scottish or British Asian

Pakistani, Scottish Pakistani or British Pakistani

Indian, Scottish Indian or British Indian

Bangladeshi, Scottish Bangladeshi or 

British Bangladeshi

Chinese, Scottish Chinese or British Chinese

Other white ethnic group (Please write below)

D. African, Scottish African or British African

African, Scottish African or British African 

(please write below - for example, NIGERIAN,  

SOMALI):

E. Caribbean or Black

Caribbean or Black 

(please write in below - for example, SCOTTISH  

CARIBBEAN, BLACK SCOTTISH)

F. Other Ethnic Group

Arab, Scottish Arab or British Arab

Other, please write below (for example, SIKH, JEWISH

G. Prefer not to say

9 Religion or Belief

None

Prefer not to say

Church of Scotland

Roman Catholic

Other Christian  

(please write in denomination or school below)

Muslim  

(please write in denomination or school below)

Sikh

Hindu

Jewish

Buddhist

Another religion or body  

(please write in denomination or school below)
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How to get involved
We would like to encourage everyone to participate 
and share their views on the options for changing our 
response to UFAS incidents.

An online survey can be accessed from our website: 
www.firescotland.gov.uk

Responses can also be emailed to SFRS: 
UFASConsultation@firescotland.gov.uk

By post:

FREEPOST SFRS Communications 
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service 
Westburn Drive 
Cambuslang 
G72 7NA

If you would like more information or require this  
document in an alternative format, please email us  
at SFRS.UFASConsultation@firescotland.gov.uk

If you would like to be kept updated on this  
and other public consultations from the SFRS  
please visit our website

Next steps
The public consultation will close on 11 October. All  
the feedback we receive will be collated and analysed.

A full report, with the recommended preferred option for 
responding to AFAs in Scotland will be prepared and form 
part of the submission to the SFRS Board in December.

We will then look to start implementing any changes  
in early 2022.  This will be done through a carefully 
planned and managed approach, which will include 
working with our stakeholders directly affected by  
any changes we implement.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
TERM MEANING

Automatic Fire Alarm 

(AFA)

An automatic fire alarm (AFA) is a system that warns people when smoke, fire or other 

fire-related factors are detected. These alarms may be activated automatically from 

smoke detectors and heat detectors, or may also be activated via manual fire alarm 

activation devices such as manual break glass call points.

Alarm Receiving 

Centre (ARC)

An alarm receiving centre (ARC) is a monitoring station, operated by people 24 hours 

a day, 365 days a year. Teams who work in ARCs monitor a range of systems, including 

fire and intruder alarms, systems for monitoring elderly people and CCTV cameras.

Once an activation signal is sent to a monitoring centre, for example a fire alarm being 

triggered, the monitoring team carefully filter activations to sort which alerts are false 

alarms and which alarms require emergency services.  In the event of a genuine alert, 

the ARC team contact the relevant emergency services on behalf of their clients.

Business Continuity A process that outlines the potential impact of disaster situations, creates policies to 

respond to them and helps an organisation recover quickly so it can function as usual.

Duty Holder The person who has legal responsibility to oversee fire safety for the whole business.  

Generally this is the employer, owner or occupier and their responsibilities include 

conducting a fire risk assessment of the premises.

Fire Appliance  A heavy road vehicle that carries firefighters and equipment to a fire or other 

emergency.

Fire (Scotland) Act 

2005

The Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 deals with the law relating to fire prevention, and the 

operation of the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service. Part 3 of the Act sets out the fire 

safety responsibilities for employers, employees, managers, owners and others in 

relation to fire safety in the workplace.

Operations Control 

(OC) staff

Our OC staff handle all SFRS’s 999 emergency calls. OC staff have a vital role and are 

trained to deal with any 999 call that they might receive, from a house fire to a serious 

road traffic collision or cliff rescue.

OC staff help callers identify their exact location, provide fire safety advice to people 

who might be trapped inside a burning building and continue to reassure until the 

moment firefighters arrive on the scene. They are also trained in dealing with other 

incidents, including chemical, radiological, biological and nuclear incidents.

When OC staff receive a call, they assess the situation the caller is in and then mobilise 

a fire appliance(s) to the incident. OC staff are then responsible for the needs of the 

firefighters by dispatching further resources as required, arranging relief crews, liaising 

with other agencies and providing important operational information for the duration of 

each incident.
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Pre-Determined 

Attendance (PDA)
The incidents SFRS attends can be divided into types - for example, fires, hazardous 

substances and road traffic collisions etc. 

For each type of incident the SFRS has determined in advance what resources will 

need to be sent, or ‘mobilised’. This includes the number of fire appliances, specific 

equipment and specialist teams. This is called a Pre-Determined Attendance (PDA).

Retained and 

Volunteer Duty Staff 

(RVDS)

Retained and volunteer duty staff (RVDS) are professional firefighters who may have 

full-time employment outside of the Service but respond to emergency calls within 

their local area, as and when required. 

They are called upon to deliver the same wide range of emergency services as 

wholetime firefighters, such as: fires, floods, road traffic collisions, chemical spills and 

more. They also promote fire safety messages, as well as carrying out free home fire 

safety visits within their communities. 

When required to answer an emergency call, RVDS are summoned to the fire station 

by a radio pager. They are required to live or work near to the fire station they serve 

which allows them to respond to emergencies within an acceptable time. Typically 

RVDS are employed in rural areas or in large villages or small towns.

Scottish Fire and 

Rescue Service Board
The SFRS Board ensures the effective governance and financial management of 

the SFRS within the context of public service delivery and reform for the benefit of 

improving the safety and wellbeing of the people of Scotland.

Strategic Leadership 

Team
Based in Cambuslang, the Strategic Leadership Team (SLT) is responsible for 

delivering the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service on behalf of the Board.

Unwanted Fire Alarm 

Signal (UFAS)
When a call is received as a result of an AFA in the workplace which has not been 

caused by a fire, to which the SFRS responds, – then this is termed as an Unwanted 

Fire Alarm Signal (UFAS).
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